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The Norwich Experience
was a great success!
(see pages 6 > 8)
And how’s the OnLine Competition faring?
(see page 4)
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Chairman’s Chat

Although no one stood for election as NTR Chairman at
the Norwich AGM, Brenda Granshaw FACI offered at the
subsequent Council Meeting to step into the breach, a
decision welcomed by the other Council Members.

I was sad to read the last Chairman’s Chat from John Howden in which he told us how
disappointed he was with the members in the Region because of their failure to engage
with the IAC in general and the Norwich Experience in particular. I must therefore start
by saying a big thank you to all the members of Wanstead and Woodford Movie Makers
who supported the event. Indeed, the members of Wanstead and Woodford made up
nearly 20% of the overall attendance in Norwich.
John’s article has led me to ponder what the North Thames Region is here for. I have
always maintained that the current “Knock out Competition” is the flagship of the Region
as it provides the opportunity for clubs throughout the Region to meet and see each
other’s work. I believe that the role of the North Thames Region is to provide these
opportunities and I am therefore pleased to have replaced Ron Jones, who ran the
Competition efficiently for so many years. However, in recent years, the numbers
travelling to other clubs have reduced. Knowing a number of people who are reluctant
to travel on dark, cold nights, I am wondering whether there would be benefit in moving
this Competition to the spring and summer. Any views you have would be welcome and
I shall be asking this question at each of the first round heats.
Having mentioned Ron Jones, I have to say how sorry I am that he has decided to retire
from the North Thames Council after so many years service. I cannot find the date he
joined or all the posts he has undertaken but for the last 5 years he has been both
Knock out Competition Officer and President. I know he is in his 90s and deserves a
rest but he will be sorely missed.
The NTR Council organises the Annual Competition and North Thames Day, again an
opportunity for members to meet other. Again, attendance in recent years has been
dropping, so we shall be considering how to make the event more attractive in 2017.
Any ideas would be most welcome.
This regional Newsletter is also produced with the aim of keeping members informed
about what is happening across the Region and about new equipment. There seems to
be a reluctance for anyone to provide articles for the magazine. Articles do not need to
be long but if you tried a new programme or piece of equipment why not tell everyone
that it worked well, or maybe not so well.
Having said what the NTR Council is trying to do for you, to quote John F Kennedy,
please think what you can do for the North Thames Region (ideas and articles please).
As this Newsletter will cover Christmas and the New Year, may I wish you the
compliments of the season. Brenda

Following the Norwich 2016 AGM, these are your NTR Council
Members for the 2016—2017 year:

President:
John Howden LACI
Chairman:
Brenda Granshaw FACI
Vice Chairman:
Christine Collins FACI
Regional Contact & Membership Secretary: Penny Love FACI
Treasurer:
Brenda Granshaw FACI
Newsletter Editor:
John Astin FACI
KO Competition Organiser:
Brenda Granshaw FACI
Annual Competition Organiser:
Alan Colegrave FACI
Publicity Officer:
Eric Jukes
Training Officer:
Eric Jukes
100 Club Organiser:
Bob Chester
Youth Officer:
Post discontinued

If anyone out there would like to come on to the Council, I’m sure
he/she would be warmly welcomed. The Council only meets once
every two months! - Ed.

Excitement at Harrow Film Makers

Aivar Kaulins tells us that Harrow FM were excited and honoured to be

participating in the London 2017 New Year’s Day Parade.
This annual event started in 1987, and has thus far raised around £1.5 million for
London charities.
Harrow were planning a decorated float with the theme “The Magic of the
Movies”, showing a film crew at work, portrayed by club members.
Alan Colegrave was to be in charge of operations, and Club Members would
be on the ground at various locations en route to video the passing parade.
The Club is hoping to show the edited film of the event in their “Spring Public
Movie Show” in Pinner Village Hall, Chapel Lane Car Park, Pinner, on
Thursday April 27th 2017.

Let’s hope we get a full illustrated report of their experiences for the
next Newsletter—Ed.
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The New for 2016 NTR On-Line Video Competition

Alan Colegrave keeps us up-to-date on the current state-of-play, and
seeks your opinions. Please respond!

“I am writing this in late November with a few hours left before entries close in our
inaugural Online Film Competition. Over the next few days, the film packages will go out
to judges. It is quite possible by the time you read this, the results will be known.
At the moment we have some 30 entries. It is rumoured a few more may be on their way.
That is more than the number of entries in last year’s NTRIAC Festival.
Taking a look at the list of entries, I notice there are several familiar names. It would
appear that many of the established entrants have continued to enter. They are joined by
a few new names.
Hopefully the ease of entry and low cost have attracted more filmmakers.
We now have a superb website which makes entering the Competition less than 2 minutes
work. Even BIAFF does not have such a comprehensive entry form which automatically
takes you to PayPal. Thanks for this must go to Tim Stannard.
We are about to embark on a new judging system. The judges are a mixture of Video / TV
professionals inc. actors and presenters, and established judges who have considerable
experience. I will attach with the results a list of judges with brief biographies.
So far we have only had praise on how easy it is to enter. To the best of our knowledge,
the website has worked well.
Due to storage problems, we wanted to keep the file size down this year. Things could
change next year. We were a little concerned that if we were sent a large number of
entries as video files at the last moment we might not be able to cope. As it turned out, all
entries were made giving a URL, so this did not occur. I feel we should keep the video file
option open in the future.
We had one person who contacted us to say he would not enter online. Other than that
person, we had no negative response. It would good to hear from anyone who feels
deprived by not being able to enter by DVD or DV tape.
One of our aims was to encourage young filmmakers. We have had no entries from young
people. Obviously we failed to communicate with youngsters. Possibly we could make
under 16s’ first film entry free. We will look at ways we can publicise the event to young
filmmakers. Any suggestions are welcome.
So the next experiment is the judging. We, as they say, will suck it and see. All entrants
will receive a minimum of three critiques assessing their productions from the experienced
judges.
Once the judging is completed, all entrants will be contacted by e-mail, and the results will
be published on the website.
Obviously, being online, we do not need to hire a venue to show the entries. But would
members like some form of film show, maybe combined with some other
presentation?
All in all, the NTRIAC Council will be deciding what to organise at their first 2017 meeting.
Do members want to go back to the previous format?
If we continue online, should we also accept entries mailed on DVD or BluRay?
Almost all editing software has the option to export a video file. If we accept, is it
acceptable to charge marginally more due to the increased amount of work involved
in uploading the production?
Running a competition such as this online is hardly earth shattering technology, but just
keeping our Region of the IAC up with current practice.
Do we want to look like an organisation stuck in a time warp?”

Let us know your thoughts!

It’s good that in these days of dwindling memberships, films are still being
made and Competitions organised.

THE ENFIELD CHALLENGE 2016

On 1st November an entertaining evening was held at St Stephens
Church Hall, Enfield, when Enfield Video Makers hosted their
annual Enfield Challenge Shield Competition.
The audience of 23 watched 6 films, comprising documentaries
and travelogues, that had been entered by the six invited NTR
clubs, Enfield VM, Hemel Hempstead MM, Potters Bar FM, St.
Albans MM, Walthamstow ACVC and Wanstead & Woodford MM.
The appointed judge for the night unfortunately had to withdraw at
the last minute due to business reasons, and John Astin of
Potters Bar kindly agreed to step in.
Although John’s own club of Potters Bar had entered a film, John,
as expected, gave a fair and neutral assessment of each film.
The eventual winner of the Competition was a video entered by
Winner Mike Darwood,
Mike Darwood of Walthamstow Amateur Cine Video Club ,
with the Shield
entitled “ The London City Walk.” Nigel Lee.

HACCA 2016

The Hertfordshire Amateur Cine Clubs Association (HACCA) Competition was hosted
on Saturday evening, November 19th, by Hemel Hempstead MM in the new
Methodist Church Hall in Northridge Way.
Each of the participating Clubs, Hemel Hempstead MM, Potters Bar FM and St. Albans
MM is allowed up to 25 minutes of screen time, and the Judges, this time Eric Jukes,
Dennis Kelly and Tim Stannard, are asked to choose the best three. The winning Club
receives the HACCA Shield to keep for a year, and the film maker a small trophy to
keep permanently.
St. Albans showed Caprivi, depicting a Botswana safari, Trees, a Film To A Record,
and Top Ten Railways of Wales, which actually just focussed on the top three.
Hemel were next, with The Wendover Arm, a documentary on the restoration of part of
the Grand Union Canal, The Only Way is Up, a
surreal drama with good CGUs, and Back Track,
a look at the Crich Tramway Museum.
Last to show were Potters Bar, with Under The
Shadow, showing Nepal before and after the
devastating earthquake, Messing about on the
River, a Film to a Record, The Inheritance, a
short drama with a twist, and Steaming Harz, a
travelogue about the Harz Mountains and their
railways.
The Judges decided:
3rd Place: Under the Shadow (Potters Bar)
(l>r) Judge Tim Stannard with
2nd Place: Back Track (Hemel)
Alan Pennycook, Susan Seelig &
Winner: The Only Way is Up (Hemel)
Paul Welton, the winning film’s
makers
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THE IAC AGM WEEKEND, October 23rd—25th, hosted by the
North Thames Region in Norwich

“a great weekend” (John Gibbs FACI)

Our President, John Howden
LACI, reviews the weekend:

“splendidly successful” (Mike Whyman FACI)

The Weekend was without doubt a
huge success! It would have been
lovely to have had more people, but
those who supported us enjoyed the
whole venture.
The Maid’s Head Hotel proved a more
than adequate venue and the staff
there were always obliging and willing
to go the extra mile.
The food was good and I certainly
heard no complaints.
IAC “top table” dignitaries at the Gala Dinner
We had just over 50 residents and
some extra bodies who joined us at
various points for specific sessions.
The IAC AGM weekend is a
curious beast to organise.
It is not a a film weekend as such,
though filmic content is expected. It is
not purely a social event, but film
hobbyists will always share ideas and
skills when they get together.
The only fixed point is the space,
(Above & Below) Members from Harrow,
currently Sunday at 12 noon, for the
Potters Bar and Wanstead & Woodford
AGM. This only lasts an hour, which
at the Gala Dinner
leaves a minimum of 2 days of time to
fill!
Luckily Norwich and Norfolk have plenty
to offer and we chose two activities.
For the Friday afternoon, we’d
organised a City Centre Guided Walk
that was enjoyed by 25 people. The
guides were excellent and the
comments afterwards were often
prefaced by “I never knew that . . “ !
Then on Saturday over 40 of us left by
coach to visit Bressingham Gardens
and Steam Collection. Judging by the
number of movie cameras I saw, many
clubs may well also enjoy the experience on screen later on!
There were 2 opportunities to watch films.
On Friday, we had a Lucky Dip Bring a Film Competition with an audience vote.

On Sunday, the Mermaid and Mini Mermaid Competitions were held. Each
Region had provided an entry for both competitions.
The Mermaid Competition was won by SOCO with ‘Paper Man’ and the Mini
Mermaid by SERIAC with ‘The Wrong Note’.
The speaker on Sunday afternoon was David Cleveland FACI, founder of the East
Anglian Film Archive. He split his talk into two sections, firstly about the Archives
and then about his time as the mad professor in the BBC’s Vision On programme
in the 1970s.

The illustrated talk was very well received and everyone would have been content
for it to go on longer.
As I said - a most enjoyable weekend. But as your President, I do have to ask you
to think about supporting the IAC at BIAFF and at the AGM Weekends.
As they say—use it or lose it!

And Eddie Moody, from Wanstead & Woodford, gives us a tongue-incheek footnote (pardon the pun!!)

The Maid’s Hotel Norwich where the IAC A.G.M. was held this year was very
comfortable— except for the stairs!
There were two up from the car park to the building, then once inside another six
up to reception.
Having been allocated a room (none on the ground floor), we take four more stairs
to the lift and then we are on level ground.
Now from our room to the dining room: down in the lift to the same three stairs
down and six down and another three down.
After dinner, the film shows take place in the Minstrel Suite, on the next floor, so
up four stairs, thirteen stairs and another four leading to the film show.
Try to stay awake after all that exercise!
After the entertainment, no trouble getting to sleep. Down four, down thirteen,
down four, up three, up six , up three, into the lift, then bed. Goodnight.
On a serious note, though, the rooms were very spacious and comfortable and the
hotel staff all very helpful and friendly. It wasn't their fault that the Hotel was built
on a hill!!! (I’m not sure it was!! - Ed.)

The next national IAC Event is BIAFF 2017,
April 21st—23rd, in Market Harborough.
The Closing Date for your video entries is January 31st 2017
The North Thames Region usually has the most entries—let’s try to
ensure that’s the case this time!

See the IAC website and/or page 9 for Competition &
Participation details
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Alan Colegrave took charge of the audio side of the projection at
Norwich. The sound quality was praised, and Alan explains how
he did it:

Firstly I had to assess what
we needed.
There would be an output
from the BluRay player using
a stereo pair of RCA phono
leads.
We may need to play a little
introductory music. This
would be available from the
mini jack output from a
computer. It would be more
convenient to use a mini jack
to phono converter so the
music could arrive by another
stereo pair of leads.
We had a guest speaker who
would need a lapel
microphone plus at least two
hand held mikes for the AGM and general announcements.
My main unit was a Soundcraft 200 + 200 watts r.m.s. powered mixer. The mixer part has 6
XLR / ¼ inch jack inputs which can accept both microphone and line levels.
The sound from the computer and BluRay player would be pre-mixed by a mini Roland mixer,
the output of which would be connected to channels 5 (for left) and 6 (for right), on my main
mixer.
Now for the PA system side.
Using microphones connected by cables is very reliable but the cables are prone to getting in
the way and tripping up our visitors.
Wireless handheld mikes are almost as reliable and with no cables are far more convenient.
I used two Sennheiser “Vocal set” microphones using frequencies in Channel 70 which is the
frequency range from 863 MHz to 865 MHz. It’s free to use in UK.
Both receivers were “True Diversity” which in simple terms means there are two complete
receiver systems. The receiver automatically selects the best signal. I used one XSW 35 and
one XSW 65.
I can thoroughly recommend these microphone sets but be sure to get a Channel 70 set unless
you want to pay £75 pus VAT to buy a licence for using Channel 38.
These microphones were connected to inputs 1 and 2 on my main mixer.
In case our speaker wanted a lapel microphone, I had a EW100G2 microphone available. In the
end he used one of the hand mikes This was connected to input 3 on the mixer.
Before the audience arrived, I adjusted all the pre-sets so if people spoke at a normal level and
my main fader was on “0”, the volume would be just about right.
I also checked the sound level on several of the BluRays we were to show to set a pre-set gain,
so once more, the video volume came up correctly. Apart from one video, all the audio levels
were pretty consistent.
The power fed to the actual speakers was around 40 watts per channel. At our peak we had
getting on for 100 people present.
As they say – hardly Rocket Science!
Hopefully, the above will help other sound operators to produce some “good sound” at their
next public performance.

SPOTLIGHT ON THE FUTURE
SATURDAY MARCH 18th
East Anglian A-V Competition (25th
Anniversary), in the Margaretting
Village Hall, Wantz Road, Ingatestone,
Essex CM4 0EP. 7 pm.
For details contact: Dick Williams 01708 748748580
E-Mail: dickwilliamsav@yahoo.co.uk
THURSDAY > SUNDAY 20th > 23rd APRIL
BIAFF hosted by CEMRIAC at The Three Swans Hotel,
Market Harborough, Leics., LE16 7NJ.
For details contact Alan Atkinson: 01788 890726
E-Mail: AlanAtkinsonCV23@aol.com

THURSDAY APRIL 27th 2017
Harrow FM’s Spring Public Show, in the Pinner Village Hall,
Chapel Lane Car Park, Pinner HA5 1AA
(See the Club website)

NTR 100 CLUB

Contact: Bob Chester
Tel.: 020 8449 2004
E-Mail: robertalanchester@yahoo.co.uk
Each of the following wins £12:
November 2016
December 2016

14 Lorna Gill
101 Jean Biskeborn
Wanstead & Woodford MM
Harrow FM
87 Shirley Fulcher
85 Arthur Gatcum
ex-Hornchurch
W&W MM
22 Angela Stroud
53 Kim Harrold
Potters Bar FM
PBFM
76 Andrew Tweed
15 Colin Gass
PBFM
?
The Region thanks John Farrer, who has stood down after running the
100 Club for six years, during which time he increased the share issue
threefold! Well done John!
Best wishes to Bob Chester, as he hopes to keep up the good work!
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The Future for our Hobby ?

In the last Newsletter, our Training & Publicity Officer
Eric Jukes wrote about the need for training in videomaking, and also about following the “nostalgia route” to
attract more club members.
Tom Hardwick FACI takes up the point about the need for
training:

“An interesting piece in the November/December Newsletter by Eric Jukes
caught my eye, the 'need for training?'
His conclusions that it is pointless putting on a special evening to teach a
particular technique .. and that YouTube tutorials are somehow enough, are
somewhat contradicted by my own experiences.
We don't just learn by seeing.
We learn by doing, and actual physical classes will have practicals so people
can watch, then try it themselves with a tutor on hand to help, someone who will
answer questions immediately, offer individual advice while all the time guiding,
encouraging and entertaining.
I belong to a photographic Meetup Group, I attend the local photographic U3A
meetings and I'm teaching all things photographic at the local Adult Education
establishment.
The Meetup Group is full to bursting, with more than 50% of the group being
women, and their ages range from the 30s upward. Every week attracts 35 - 40
members.
The U3A members are indeed older, but that's because it's almost an enrolling
requirement. Again, 50:50 men and women.
The Adult Education is again more women than men, all thirsty to learn, all
thriving on 1:1 feedback.
And best of all, the range and variety of photographic courses on offer at the
college quite amazed me. You're catered for if you're an absolute beginner or a
seasoned pro; there's always much to learn.
I agree that YouTube can be a great source of knowledge, but I've found that
lots of the YouTube videos can be more a tedious ego trip than an adherence to
the factually correct.
So are these groups stealing our video club potential members somehow?
Attending my local video club would suggest yes, so maybe video clubs should
all include a programme of A/V or still photography to attract and keep
members.”

Ed.: I think Still Photography appears to be maintaining its appeal – in the
local Civic Centre I often see exhibitions from local camera clubs & indeed
schools.
But videography is obviously not. Editing/Building soundtracks etc/Showing
finished works—too much time-consuming work in this age of instant
gratification?

And Steven Mayfield takes up both points, and more . . .:

“I think Eric Jukes makes some really interesting points, and I do think his suggestion
about interviewing older people and going down the “nostalgia route” is an interesting
one and could result in some valuable films being made.
However, I would argue that his comment that clubs should concentrate on the 50 plus
age group would probably lead to the final nail being hammered into the coffin of
today’s video clubs. The 50 plus market is slowly getting older, and as they become
too old to take an active role in the club, who is going to replace them?
I don’t believe that those newly turning 50 will suddenly want to join a video club in the
future if they haven’t been tempted to join one when under 50. Therefore
concentrating on the over 50 market will just lead to a slow and lingering (but certain)
death to the clubs.
Eric also raised a question about training. How do people seek to improve their
skills? He suggests that younger people are now more likely to watch YouTube
tutorials rather than attend events in order to learn new skills. While I agree that YouTube is a great way to learn new techniques, it hasn’t fully replaced the desire people
have to attend courses in order to learn new skills.
Over the last twelve months I’ve attended four editing courses at CityLit in London,
totalling 84 hours of tuition and altogether costing around £1,000.
And I wasn’t alone in taking these courses. On average, each course had 10 students
(the majority of students were under 30). In addition to the courses that I took, fellow
students were also taking other courses in subjects such as Documentary Film Making,
DSLR Film Making and Fiction Film Making (all of which were equally as well
attended).
I think this shows that not only do younger people have an appetite for well-run film
making classes, but that they are prepared to devote their money and time to learn.
Separately I’m wondering whether the use of the word “amateur” is actually a
disadvantage rather than an advantage. Many articles in FVM contained references
to the author being an “amateur film maker”.
I have a day job and only have a limited amount of spare time to indulge in filming or
editing, but I refer to myself as a “film maker” and not an amateur. After all, with
access to broadcast quality cameras and sophisticated editing software such as FCPX,
what is the distinction between professional and amateur these days?
And what is the advantage of describing yourself as an amateur? Personally I always
feel there are negatives connotations in the term “amateur” - it conjures up images of
people doing something half heartedly, with no skills and no equipment….whereas
the impression that I get is the majority of IAC members do take film making seriously,
want to get better and invest in equipment.
I also don’t think you would find many younger film makers describing themselves as
“amateur” film makers.”

For further information on City Lit Courses, go to www.citylit.ac.uk

What do you think?

Please let us know—the contact address is on page 12
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UNICA (Union Internationale du Cinema) is the international federation
for non-commercial filmmakers.
Have you ever thought about attending the UNICA Annual Film Festival?
Jan Watterson, the IAC Webmaster, writes about UNICA & the Festival:

The highspot of the UNICA year is a week long festival of films, sightseeing and
socialising. UNICA members are not individuals, they are federations of amateur
film makers, including the IAC, and these members compete at the festival with
programmes that showcase films from their own countries.
Anyone can attend a UNICA. The film shows are free, but there is a charge for the
opening and closing celebrations and the organised trips. These are optional
extras, but well worth the cost as this is when you can quickly get to know other
film fans and learn about the local culture.
The member federations volunteer in turn to organise the UNICA and so it moves
around from country to country each year.
Although the festivals all follow the same
general pattern, you will often hear the
comment ‘Each UNICA is different’ because
every host country provides its own flavour.
UNICA 2016 in Suceava, Romania, was a
showcase for folk dancing, music, local food
and drink.
In contrast, UNICA 2017 will take place in
Folk Dancing in Suceava (2016)
Dortmund, Germany, - within a short flying
distance of the UK. It will be based in a
disused colliery, now an industrial heritage
site and museum.
BDFA, the German equivalent of the IAC, is
celebrating its 90th anniversary in 2017 and,
in addition to the usual UNICA programme of
films, outings and socialising, they will be
offering workshops and talks looking
forwards to new challenges and backwards
Dortmund Venue (2017)
at their history.
If you are tempted to join us in Dortmund, the dates are 5th to 12th August 2017.
The festival website is at http://www.unica2017.de/ (click on the Union Jack for
English language). There is a lot of information here and more will be added over
the next few weeks. If you have questions or want more advice, contact me and I
will do my best to help. Jan Watterson, webmaster@theiac.org.uk.

Deadline for the next issue is Sunday February 5th 2017
Please send all contributions by e-mail & attachments to:

john.astin1@ntlworld.com

